
AF998: 4 Bedroom Villa for Sale in Arboleas, Almería

Villa Lia - A villa in the Arboleas area. (Resale)

This lovely villa is set in walled and gated plot of 637m² in the popular area of Arboleas, surrounded by wonderful
countryside yet within walking distance of the local market, three bars/restaurants and less than a 10 minute drive to the
centre of Arboleas town.

Arboleas has many of amenities required for day to day living including an excellent supermarket, a general store,
pavement tapas bars, brand new medical centre, chemist, post office, banks, gyms etc and a popular weekly street market
on Saturdays. The mediterranean coast resorts of Vera Playa, Garrucha etc can be reached within 30 to 35 minutes and
there are three airports within easy commute via excellent motorway connections, Almeria, Murcia and Alicante.

The villa is set over a single level and has 132m² of living space. The property is approached through double metal gates
onto the concrete and gravel driveway which leads directly to the carport. From here you enter the property through the
main entrance door into the hallway. To the left is the spacious fully fitted and tiled kitchen with ample wall and floor units,
gas hob with extractor above, electric oven, double sink, space for white goods and enough room for a full size table and
six chairs. 

A door to the right leads into the good size double bedroom which is currently being used as an office with ceiling fan and
air conditioning. At the end of the hallway a door leads into the large lounge with a log burner with cooking facility and
cooling fan, double french doors lead out to the covered fly free porch which is a fabulous space to sit and relax in
overlooking the pretty garden and terrace.

From the lounge an archway gives access to the inner hall with doors leading off to the bathroom and three bedrooms.

A door on the right leads into a good sized double bedroom with ceiling fan and air conditioning. Next to this is the main
fully tiled bathroom comprising of a bath with shower over and glass screen, pedestal wash hand basin, WC and bidet.

A door next to the bathroom opens into another good sized double bedroom with ceiling fan and air conditioning.
Opposite here is the spacious master bedroom with ceiling fan and air conditioning and a door leading into the en suite
fully tiled shower room comprising of a walk in shower cubicle with glazed screen, vanity unit with double wash hand basin,
WC and a bidet.

✓ 4 Bedrooms ✓ 2 Bathrooms ✓ 132m² Build size
✓ 637m² Plot size ✓ No Pool ✓

190,000€ ≃£165,091
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